Machine learning (ML) has the potential to significantly aid medical practice. However, a recent article highlighted some negative consequences that may arise from using ML decision support in medicine. We argue here that whilst the concerns raised by the authors may be appropriate, they are not specific to ML, and thus the article may lead to an adverse perception about this technique in particular. Whilst ML is not without its limitations like any methodology, a balanced view is needed in order to not hamper its use in potentially enabling better patient care.
References
There is significant interest in the use of machine learning (ML) in medicine. ML techniques can 'learn' from the vast amount of healthcare data currently available, in order to assist clinical decision making. However, a recent article 1 highlighted a number of consequences that may occur with increased ML use in healthcare, including physician deskilling, and that the approach is a 'black box' and unable to use contextual information during analysis.
Whilst we agree that Cabitza et al's concerns are justified 1 , we believe that a more balanced discussion could have been provided with regards to ML-based decision support systems (ML-DSS). As it stands, an impression is given that ML is flawed, rather than the issue being the way in which it is applied. The concerns raised are generally applicable to many analytical approaches, and reflect poor study design and/or a lack of analytical rigour than the particular technique being used.
The authors cite two examples to claim that ML-DSS could potentially reduce physician diagnostic accuracy. The mammogram example 2 shows reduction in sensitivity for 6 of the most discriminating of 50 radiologists. However, the mammogram ML-DSS referred to is old 2 , and it is not clear how the underlying model was trained and evaluated. The model may perform well for some types of cancer, but not as well for others as a result of the training data. Indeed updates have been shown to increase detection sensitivity 3 . ML models can be refined by providing more data and results need to be critically appraised in this context. Additionally, no mention is made of the possible benefits of ML-DSS for less experienced staff. In the mammogram example, an improvement in sensitivity for 44 out of 50 radiologists was seen for easier to detect cancers. There was also an increased overall diagnostic accuracy when using ML-DSS in the electrocardiogram study 4 . Accuracy loss for experienced readers when using ML-DSS is valid, but more reflective of training needed and not an outcome specific to ML-DSS. A knowledgeable doctor may have no need for an ML-DSS, but the tool could greatly assist less experienced staff.
Cabitza et al. also argue that the confounding caused by asthma in the outcome of patients with pneumonia would have not been observed in a neural network model. There are, however, methods to obtain the feature importance and the direction of the relationship between predictor variables and outcome in neural networks 5 . Further, some ML approaches, such as random forest, are more transparent than others and ML can easily be coupled with clinical expertise to develop risk models that have their benefits over traditional statistical modelling 6 .
The issues highlighted by Cabitza et al. are more concerned with the studies themselves rather than an intrinsic flaw in ML methodology. To fully leverage ML or any other approach, users must have a good understanding of the caveats. In summary, we agree that ML-based approaches are not without their limitations, but the growing application of ML in healthcare has the potential to significantly aid physicians, especially in increasingly resource constrained environments. Informed, appropriate use of ML-DSS could, therefore, enable better patient care.
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However, more critical voices have emerged warning of potential issues surrounding the use of ML and a number of points were addressed in the original paper by Cabitza . The authors of the current F1000 et al paper (McDonald ) indicate they consider the issues raised as justified but call for a more balanced et al discussion regarding ML use in medicine. Indeed, Cabitza 's view is mainly negative. McDonald and et al colleagues correctly argue that it is often bad study design that leads to unreliable or unwanted outcomes and not the technique that is used. While a valid point, given how common bad study design or misuse of more common statistical techniques is, it is not unlikely that such issues will also arise from use of ML techniques in health care. Given the far reaching implications of unreliable AI-based decision support systems in health care careful scrutiny of the techniques is necessary.
In their discussion of the reduced sensitivity of radiologists evaluating mammograms, McDonald and colleagues bring to the defense of ML techniques that the model that led to unwanted outcomes was old and that it might work better or worse depending on which type of cancer is being studied. In addition they state that it was not clear how the model was trained and evaluated and that having appropriate feedback loops in place can improve the accuracy of a model considerably. These are obviously important points that should always be taken into account both when evaluating a specific model as well as for the evaluation of the use of ML in medicine in general. The quality of the algorithm but also the quality of available data will ultimately decide how useful a ML approach is for a given medical problem. This only goes to show that ML models should be applied with care and does not negate the original concerns put forward by Cabitza et al.
McDonald and colleagues also propose the use of more transparent ML techniques to prevent potential confounding variables that would not show in a black-box model. However, the predictive power of ML models often increases with their complexity, making transparency either very difficult or even impossible to obtain. As stated by the authors, users of ML models should have a good understanding of the limitations of the techniques. More often than not, ML models will be implemented in a collaboration between technical experts without medical knowledge and medical experts with limited technical expertise. Ensuring an optimal level of transparency of the models combined with the right amount of clinical expertise is therefore vital and while the authors mention this, there are no specific recommendations proposed to actually achieve this. With the increased application of ML models in clinical expertise is therefore vital and while the authors mention this, there are no specific recommendations proposed to actually achieve this. With the increased application of ML models in health care there is a need for guidelines on how to optimally make use of the most technically advanced techniques while making sure bias in the data and confounding variables are accounted for. One recommendation the authors could have made is the need to bring the two worlds (medical and ML-technical) together, bridging the gap by educating people to become professionals with a (bio)medical technical expertise, as well as training medical doctors in critically working with computerized and predictions.
Another point that could have been addressed is how to deal with the differences in experience between medical doctors. Superior performance of the most-experienced doctors could be used to improve the computerized models, while less-experienced doctors may likely gain expertise by reviewing the computerized predictions -provided the ML tool allows for a clear interpretation it did come to its how diagnosis. This property of ML algorithms should be further explored and developed, because it can and, in fact, should lead to further insight in the underlying mechanisms of diseases.
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Minor comments
Content could potentially be enhanced with a discussion on the notion that, precisely due to the outlined potential misuses and consequences, a systematic and strategic use of ML approaches must be developed and used to facilitate the robust application of such methods to healthcare data.
The authors of the letter rightly point out that ML has similar advantages and drawbacks as any other analytical approach applied in a clinical setting. However, they fail to explain how clinician deskilling, which can be a real consequence of automation, could be averted or indeed whether it is an acceptable outcome, given overall positive effects. This is separate issue to that of algorithm predictive accuracy.
"Accuracy loss for experienced readers when using ML-DSS is valid, but more reflective of training needed" -Is this training to improve interpretation of ML-DSS output in cases where it hinders correct reading? This could be relevant in the context of a study, however, it leaves open the possibility that in busy clinical settings, readers would be more likely to rely on computer aided detection.
The authors could also highlight the potential for upskilling clinicians in the understanding of ML methods, which can enhance their interpretation of DSS and other data-driven processes. Clinicians could be invaluable in spotting when algorithms go wrong, even (and perhaps especially) for cases where they've been shown to overall outperform humans.
Finally, the authors would make their case stronger by citing examples that demonstrate "proof of clinically important improvements in relevant outcomes compared with usual care, along with the satisfaction of patients and physicians", as a concrete counter-balance to the negative or inconclusive examples of the original article.
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